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A practical, comprehensive, and essential how-to manual with information on growing

perennial crops, soil fertility, water security, nutrient dense food, and more!"Essential reading

for the serious prepper as well as for everyone interested in creating a more resilient

lifestyle."—Carol Deppe, author of The Resilient GardenerThe Resilient Farm and

Homestead is for readers ready to not just survive, but thrive in changing, unpredictable times.

It offers the tools to develop durable, beautiful, and highly functional human habitat systems

anchored by preparation, regeneration, and resiliency. Ben Falk is a land designer and site

developer whose research farm has drawn national attention. The site is a terraced paradise

on a hillside in Vermont that would otherwise be overlooked by conventional farmers as

unworkable. Falk’s wide array of fruit trees, rice paddies (relatively unheard of in the

Northeast), ducks, nuts, and earth-inspired buildings is a hopeful image for the future of

regenerative agriculture and modern homesteading.The book covers nearly every strategy Falk

and his team have been testing at the Whole Systems Research Farm over the past decade,

as well as experiments from other sites Falk has designed through his off-farm consulting

business.The book includes detailed information on:Gravity-fed water systemsFuelwood hedge

production and processingHuman health through nutrient-dense production strategiesRapid

topsoil formation and remineralizationAgroforestry, silvopasture & grazingEarthworksSpecies

compositionThe site-design process and site managementEcosystem services, especially

regarding flood mitigationTools, equipment, and appropriate technology guidesA "Homestead

Vulnerability" checklistResiliency Aptitude quiz and skills list for emergencies And much more!

Complete with gorgeous photography and detailed design drawings throughout!The Resilient

Farm and Homestead is more than just a book of tricks and theories for regenerative site

development. It offers actual working results from a complex farm-ecosystems based on

research from the “great thinkers” in permaculture, and presents a viable home-scale model for

an intentional food-producing ecosystem in cold climates, and beyond. Inspiring to would-be

homesteaders everywhere, but especially for those who find themselves with “unlikely” farming

land, Falk is an inspiration in what can be done by imitating natural systems, and making the

most of what we have by re-imagining what’s possible. A gorgeous case study for the

homestead of the future. 

About the AuthorBen Falk, M.A.L.D, developed Whole Systems Design, LLC, as a land-based

response to biological and cultural extinction and the increasing separation between people

and elemental things. Life as a designer, builder, ecologist, tree-tender, and backcountry

traveler continually informs Ben's integrative approach to developing landscapes and buildings.

His home landscape and the WSD studio site in Vermont's Mad River Valley serve as a proving

ground for the innovative land developments featured in the projects of Whole Systems Design.

Ben has studied architecture and landscape architecture at the graduate level and holds

master of arts in landscape design degree. He has taught design courses at the University of

Vermont and Harvard's Arnold Arboretum as well as on permaculture design, microclimate

design, and design for climate change. He recently served on the board of directors at the

Yestermorrow Design-Build School, where he also teaches from time to time. He is the author

of The Resilient Homestead: Innovative Permaculture Systems for the Home and Farm.--This

text refers to the paperback edition.ReviewPublishers Weekly-STARRED REVIEW: "This



intelligent, challenging book, rooted somewhere between back-to-the-land idealism and radical

survivalism, sees resilience as both planting and building for the use of future generations, but

also as preparing food, water, shelter, and the human body and psyche for the onset of any

imaginable extreme emergency. The result is a comprehensive, open-ended, theoretical and

practical system for a post-carbon-dependent life �including site design; water and earthworks;

perennial farming that integrates gardening, animal husbandry, and soil building; energy;

architecture; and personal health �a system that is not only sustainable but restorative of the

biosphere. Readers just dipping their toes into sustainability may be overwhelmed by Falk’s

comprehensive vision and intimidating appendices listing homestead vulnerabilities and crucial

skills for emergencies, but more seasoned 21st-century homesteaders, permies, and possibly

also survivalists will appreciate Falk’s realism and his belief that 'the process is an enjoyable,

vitalizing one, and the results are staggering and humbling ... life wants to live.'"Foreword

Reviews-"Permaculture can seem like a too-large umbrella term attempting to bring together a

range of concepts and strategies, and many authors have tried to articulate the discipline in an

accessible way. Ben Falk stands out for this highly successful effort at addressing how farmers

and homesteaders can select, design, develop, and manage resilient properties that adapt to

changing environmental conditions.Bringing his decade of experience managing a ten-acre

permaculture farm in Vermont, as well as teaching about whole-systems design, Falk conveys

the importance of better-designed agriculture and systems in The Resilient Farm and

Homestead. Going beyond how-to advice on vegetable growing or chicken coop management,

he delves into topics like fuel wood production, nutrient-dense food production, and gravity-fed

water systems, which rely on moving water downhill instead of utilizing mechanical pumps.

Natural strategies are emphasized, like silvopasture, a practice that combines livestock grazing

and forestry to enhance soil protection and provide wind protection for animals.The material,

seemingly overwhelming in scope, is presented artfully with numerous sidebars and bullet

points that break information into digestible chunks. For example, a chapter on food production

includes a chart on annual vs. perennial labor and input costs, a diagram of a “living security

fence” made of black locust trees, and a list of storage options for harvested vegetables.

Particularly compelling are a number of appendices, from a “resiliency aptitude quiz” to a

crucial skill list for emergencies to a vocabulary of concepts.Also useful, the book’s abundant

photography presents a bucolic, serene series of images that make urban dwellers sigh with

longing. Burlap sacks brimming with potatoes grace one page, while a lush summer garden

pops from another. Farm volunteers are shown picking elderberries, raising a timber-framed

wall, and grafting fruit trees. Falk also includes plenty of practical illustrations as well, such as a

drawing of how to grow rice in buckets, or a diagram of a wood-heated hot water system.The

combination of these inspiring images and Falk’s deeply integrative approach provide a much-

needed permaculture guide that will likely kick off an array of reader projects. The mix of

resources, practical advice, and land design offered here is a strong starting point for anyone

interested in regenerative agriculture and modern homesteading." "With The Resilient Farm

and Homestead, Ben Falk has definitely planted the seeds of a positive, abundant legacy. This

book outlines the process of designing one's homestead with not just the future in mind, but

the imminently practical NOW! This one is going on my shelf next to Helen and Scott

Nearing."--Mark Shepard, author of Restoration Agriculture"Ben Falk extends the conversation

about resilience to deep resilience--resilience from the level of personal attitudes and skills to

the design and creation of the maximally resilient homestead.The Resilient Farm and

Homestead weaves together permaculture theory as modified by actual practice on a ten-

acre Vermont farm with a thorough preparedness guide for times of climate change and greater



uncertainties of all kinds and sizes. The book is greatly enhanced by numerous glorious photos

of permaculture plantings as hedge rows, rice paddies, people swimming in swale-enclosed

ponds, fruit and vegetable harvesting, and foraging sheep, chickens, and ducks. I particularly

appreciate that Falk tells us what didn't work as well as what did. This book will be essential

reading for the serious prepper as well as for everyone interested in creating a more resilient

lifestyle or landscape."--Carol Deppe, author of The Resilient Gardener: Food Production and

Self-Reliance in Uncertain Times"Imagine. Honoring biodiversity in a place we each commit to

for the long haul is what it takes to address a rapidly changing climate. Problem solved! Plant

trees, let greenness thrive, learn the ways of fungi, be joyful. Ben Falk provides the

encouragement and critical know-how to create your own food-producing sanctuary in The

Resilient Farm and Homestead. The time is now to engage in healing the land and secure an

ongoing future for generations to come."--Michael Phillips, author of The Holistic Orchard"The

Resilient Farm and Homestead is a terrific book. Simultaneously inspiring and practical, Ben

Falk takes you from the why to the how...a journey where you will create a present and future

filled with optimism and joy."--Shannon Hayes, author of Long Way on a Little and Radical

Homemakers"In The Resilient Farm and Homestead, Ben Falk gives us a delightful and

inspiring description of his years developing a 10-acre permaculture farm in the Green

Mountains of Vermont. Readers from regions outside New England, however, should not

assume that Falk’s practical, hard-won knowledge will not apply to them. His discussions

invariably transcend the specific applications revealing principles which should be useful to

homesteaders everywhere."--Larry Korn, editor of The One-Straw Revolution and Sowing

Seeds in the Desert by Masanobu Fukuoka"Ben Falk calls his book about reviving a wornout

hill farm in Vermont an example of resilience and regeneration; I call it pure natural magic.

Grow rice in New England? Yes. Heat water to 155 degrees F on cold winter days at a rate of

gallon a minute by piping it through a compost pile? Yes. How about dinner tonight of your

own rack of lamb garnished with homegrown mushrooms? Yes. Your choice of scores of

different vegetables and fruits even in winter? Yes. Plus, your own dairy products from your

own sheep. All the while, the soil producing this magic, on a site once thought little more than a

wasteland, grows yearly more fertile and secure from natural calamity."--Gene Logsdon, author

of A Sanctuary of Trees and Small-Scale Grain Raising--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Advance praise for The Resilient Farm and Homestead“In The Resilient Farm and Homestead,

Ben Falk gives us a delightful and inspiring description of his years developing a 10-acre

permaculture farm in the Green Mountains of Vermont. Readers from regions outside New

England, however, should not assume that Falk’s practical, hard-won knowledge will not apply

to them. His discussions invariably transcend the specific applications revealing principles that

should be useful to homesteaders everywhere.”—Larry Korn,editor of The One-Straw

Revolutionand Sowing Seeds in the Desertby Masanobu Fukuoka“Ben Falk calls his book

about reviving a worn-out hill farm in Vermont an example of resilience and regeneration; I call

it pure natural magic. Grow rice in New England? Yes. Heat water to 155°F on cold winter days

at a rate of a gallon a minute by piping it through a compost pile? Yes. How about dinner

tonight of your own rack of lamb garnished with homegrown mushrooms? Yes. Your choice of

scores of different vegetables and fruits even in winter? Yes. Plus, your own dairy products

from your own sheep. All the while, the soil producing this magic, on a site once thought little

more than a wasteland, grows yearly more fertile and secure from natural calamity.”—Gene

Logsdon,author of A Sanctuary of Treesand Small-Scale Grain Raising“The Resilient Farm and

Homestead is a terrific book. Simultaneously inspiring and practical, Ben Falk takes you from

the why to the how. . . . a journey where you will create a present and future filled with optimism

and joy.—Shannon Hayes,author of Long Way on a Littleand Radical Homemakers“Imagine.

Honoring biodiversity in a place we each commit to for the long haul is what it takes to address

a rapidly changing climate. Problem solved! Plant trees, let greenness thrive, learn the ways of

fungi, be joyful. Ben Falk provides the encouragement and critical know-how to create your

own food-producing sanctuary in The Resilient Farm and Homestead. The time is now to

engage in healing the land and secure an ongoing future for generations to come.”—Michael

Phillips,author of The Holistic Orchard“Ben Falk extends the conversation about resilience to

deep resilience—resilience from the level of personal attitudes and skills to the design and

creation of the maximally resilient homestead. The Resilient Farm and Homestead weaves

together permaculture theory as modified by actual practice on a 10-acre Vermont farm with a

thorough preparedness guide for times of climate change and greater uncertainties of all kinds

and sizes. The book is greatly enhanced by numerous glorious photos of permaculture

plantings as hedgerows, rice paddies, people swimming in swale-enclosed ponds, fruit and

vegetable harvesting, and foraging sheep, chickens, and ducks. I particularly appreciate that

Falk tells us what didn’t work as well as what did. This book will be essential reading for the

serious prepper as well as for everyone interested in creating a more resilient lifestyle or

landscape.”—Carol Deppe,author of The Resilient Gardener“With The Resilient Farm and

Homestead, Ben Falk has definitely planted the seeds of a positive, abundant legacy. This

book outlines the process of designing one’s homestead with not just the future in mind, but

the imminently practical NOW! This one is going on my shelf next to Helen and Scott

Nearing.”—Mark Shepard,author of Restoration AgricultureCopyright © 2013 by Ben Falk.All

rights reserved.Unless otherwise noted, all photographs copyright © 2013 by Ben Falk.Unless

otherwise noted, all illustrations copyright © 2013 by Cornelius Murphy and Ben Falk.No part

of this book may be transmitted or reproduced in any form by any means without permission in

writing from the publisher.Project Manager: Patricia StoneEditor: Makenna GoodmanCopy

Editor: Eileen M. ClawsonProofreader: Helen WaldenIndexer: Linda HallingerDesigner: Melissa

JacobsonPrinted in the United States of America.First printing May, 2013.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 13

14 15 16 17Our Commitment to Green PublishingChelsea Green sees publishing as a tool for



cultural change and ecological stewardship. We strive to align our book manufacturing

practices with our editorial mission and to reduce the impact of our business enterprise in the

environment. We print our books and catalogs on chlorine-free recycled paper, using vegetable-

based inks whenever possible. This book may cost slightly more because it was printed on

paper that contains recycled fiber, and we hope you’ll agree that it’s worth it. Chelsea Green is

a member of the Green Press Initiative (), a nonprofit coalition of publishers, manufacturers,

and authors working to protect the world’s endangered forests and conserve natural resources.

The Resilient Farm and Homestead was printed on FSC®-certified paper supplied by

QuadGraphics that contains at least 10% postconsumer recycled fiber.Library of Congress

Cataloging-in-Publication DataFalk, Ben, 1977–The resilient farm and homestead : an

innovative permaculture and whole systems design approach / Ben Falk.p. cm.Includes

bibliographical references and index.1. Permaculture. 2. Permaculture—Vermont. 3. Agricultural

ecology. 4. Agricultural ecology—Vermont. 5. Restoration ecology.6. Restoration ecology—

Vermont. I. Title.S494.5.P47F35 2013631.5'8—dc232013004638Chelsea Green Publishing85

North Main Street, Suite 120White River Junction, VT 05001(802) 295-6300For my parents,

Marcia and Stephen Falk, with gratitude.And for the generations after me, I hope this

helps.ContentsChapter One:Creating a Positive Legacy while Adapting to Rapid

ChangeRegeneration: Enhancing Life SystemsResiliency: Becoming an Adaptive AnimalUsing

This BookPermacultureZones and Their DefinitionsWho Are “We?”WSRF Site SpecificsSite

HistorySite Future: What’s Possible?FleeingDwellingEnergy CyclingReinvestmentThe Green

Distraction and the Political Black HoleExodus from Consumer SocietyBecoming Useful in the

TransitionWhen Systems Fail: Emergencies and ResiliencyChapter Two:The Design Process

and Site EstablishmentPlanning and Design: Observation before ActionThe Designer’s Set and

SettingSite Establishment Leverage PointsEcosystem Management: Steering

SuccessionResiliency and Regeneration PrinciplesUnderstanding Your Site and Finding the

SynergiesGoals Identification and Requirements of the DesignAssessing the SiteLand

AnalysisDesign CriteriaImagination: Limiting Factor to DesignSchematic Design: Sorting

Through Multiple Development OptionsAdapting Land to Rapid ChangeDiversity and

ConnectivityWorking Plans and Implementation DocumentsChapter Three:Water and

EarthworksBrittleness and the Quest for ResiliencyGravity-Feed SystemsLocating

WaterSlowing and Infiltrating WaterAn Agriculture as Diverse as the LandscapeWater Ridges

with Valleys: Keyline AgriculturePondsChapter Four:Fertility Harvesting and CyclingCompost,

Urine, Humanure, and BiocharFungi: Quiet Ally to the Whole SystemRemineralizationCover

Cropping and Winter CoverTall-Grass GrazingPasture Reclamation: Why Not to Let Your Field

“Go”The Benefits of MowingScything: The Most Resilient (Mechanical) Biomass Harvesting

MethodDucks, Chickens, Dogs, and SheepGrazing and Perennial Food Crop

IntegrationKeyline Agriculture and FertigationLeach Field Cropping: Making the Most of a

Faulty SystemChapter Five:Food CropsPerennial Plants and ResiliencyStaple Crops: Paddy

Rice, Meat, Eggs, Fruits, and NutsAnnual VegetablesGrowing Food as a Response to

ToxicityFood Processing and Storage: Spreading Abundance across the Entire YearChapter

Six:Adaptive Fuel and ShelterUsing Wood for Your Main Heat SourceAdaptive

ShelterMechanical SystemsWater: Passive Supply for the Resilient HomeChapter

Seven:Resilience and Regeneration for the Long HaulEnhancing Vitality in a Time of

Biospheric ToxicityGrowing Health and Body-Mind Resilience, Not Just CaloriesMoney: One

(Important) Means to Get Work DoneStayingAcknowledgmentsAppendix A: Assessing

Resiliency: Aptitude QuizAppendix B: A Resilient Homestead Curriculum OutlineAppendix C:

Crucial Skill List for EmergenciesAppendix D: Tools and MaterialsAppendix E: Homestead



Vulnerability Checklist and Strategy Summary to Reduce Vulnerability in Acute

EventsAppendix F: Vocabulary and ConceptsAppendix G: ResourcesChapter OneCreating a

Positive Legacy while Adapting to Rapid ChangeIt is not the strongest animal that survives, nor

the fastest, but the one most adaptable to change.—Leon C. Megginson, paraphrasing Charles

DarwinRegeneration involves seeing things as they could be, while resiliency requires dealing

with things as they are. This book shares principles, strategies, and components being tested

at the Whole Systems Research Farm (WSRF) and homestead that are helping to transform a

beat-up old Vermont hill farm into a highly biodiverse and productive human-supporting

ecosystem. These systems, we have learned, must be simultaneously regenerative and

resilient, for without regeneration health and production are limited. This landscape, like much

of the world, is a damaged place, and without enhancing the health of soil and water (and the

human body-mind as a result), one cannot increase productivity in durable ways. Without

increasing productivity of the land in a durable manner, one’s resiliency is not bolstered. Yet

without also focusing on specific near-term needs such as having a plentiful fuelwood supply,

backup lighting, fuel or tools, and basic skills, one’s ability to do regenerative work is limited—

the “long” work being too easily interrupted by bumps in the short term.Along with my family,

friends, and colleagues, our goal at the homestead is to implement and maintain biological and

built systems that yield intergenerational value. The work undertaken at the WSRF references

the most abundant, durable, and longest-term human settlement strategies developed across

the globe and is intended to leave a valuable legacy for multiple generations into the future. In

this way our work is intensely optimistic—we are planning for a more viable and thriving future

in this place ten years down the road, an even more abundant one in a hundred years, and,

ideally, an Edenic garden lasting centuries beyond that. If I hadn’t experienced directly the

possibility of this, I would think of this as unreasonable. But I have seen with my own eyes that

human hands in partnership with seeds and fungi, animals and rainfall can, over relatively

short time periods, transform sickly land into thriving living communities. Human work, it is safe

to say, can speed the healing of more-than-human systems. As is said in the permaculture

community, “We are nature working.”*Our goal as participants in the land must be to do better

than “less harm.” Why focus on doing less bad when we can actually improve, actually

regenerate? The highest possibilities of human presence are staggering—I would consider the

idea of a Garden of Eden a fantasy if I weren’t confronted with evidence to the contrary in my

daily life. The Whole Systems Research Farm shows clearly how infertile land that once

supported only fern, moss, blackberries, and white pine can turn into a lush multilayered

landscape of grasses, flowering herbs, fruits, nuts, berries, mushrooms, and livestock

supporting one another, wildlife, and people. The work here in the past ten years also shows

how seasonally inundated, compacted, oxygen-deprived soils and abused, abandoned, eroded

land that’s been clear-cut multiple times, bulldozed, stumped, and brush-hogged mercilessly

can be transitioned into a place of deepening soils, of balanced moisture, of increased wildlife,

of food growing in every corner, and of the unique beauty that emerges out of the synergy

between land and people.It’s hard work at times, indeed, but the process is an enjoyable,

vitalizing one, and the results are staggering and humbling, and they have come to define

“gratefulness” for me. Perhaps as importantly, I have in the past few years begun to see my

own vitality (both mental and physical) be enhanced as this landscape enlivens. So since the

resurgence of health, both of Earth and of ourselves, is so plainly possible, it becomes the

primary design imperative. The Garden of Eden is both a practical goal and one truly worthy of

our efforts.Early autumn sun breaks across the integrated landscape outside the WSRF studio.

Shelter, fuel, water, food, and medicine permeate a warm microclimate built from the soil up.



Photograph courtesy of Whole Systems Design, LLCUnfortunately, however, the early part of

the twenty-first century on Planet Earth happens to be the antithesis of humanity’s cultivating

the Garden of Eden. The world today seems dominated not by a process of cultivating health

and value, not by a process of supporting living systems, but by the erosion of life systems—by

the mining of value, the ransacking of future possibilities for overuse and abuse in the present

moment. Indeed, industrialized societies the world over seem more bent on war and

consumption than on leaving any type of living legacy for their children. Sadly, the idea of

posterity seems almost absent in much of the industrial world today. Simply considering the

next generation, let alone the next handful of generations, seems remote from the predominant

paradigm among people today.So how do those of us working toward regeneration and the

highest possibilities for human and land health deal with this striking paradox—that while we

may plant chestnuts and build stone barns for the next seven generations, we are a tiny margin

of the world’s people? It’s as if a group walks through a desert planting trees, while another

moves through behind them chopping them down. This is not a workable situation. It is not

viable to be working for one future while disregarding completely those around us—numbering

in the millions—working (consciously or not) toward the opposite future. This is a bizarre

paradox of this age, and it’s where resiliency and adaptation come in.Regeneration: Enhancing

Life SystemsTwo inextricable ideals—regeneration and resiliencyRegenerative actions harness

the unique force omnipresent on Planet Earth—the power of living systems. These are the

miraculous organizing forces that transform bedrock, sunshine, and rain into lichen, lichen into

soil, soil into plants, and plants into animals. And with each cycle in the growth-decay process

a deeper layer of nutrients and organic matter accumulates on the earth’s surface and in her

waters, ever-greater levels of biodiversity emerge, and the vitality of the waters and organisms

alike increases.A force is regenerative when it accelerates the process of transforming

mineralogical matter into complex living organisms. The basic design tools to do this are

simple: bedrock, water, sunshine, atmosphere, and humans. The resilient homesteader is less

a creator than a facilitator, ensuring the presence of the components (water, plants, animals,

wood, people, etc.) and relationships (spatially and temporally) between them to maximize the

rate at which dead matter becomes life and the rate at which bedrock and subsoil become

living soil, living soil becomes plant cells, plant cells become animal tissue, animals become

soil again.My good friend and fellow designer-maker Chris Shanks uses the term “accelerate

succession” to indicate this imperative and process. I like to add “steer and accelerate

succession,” to show the need not for simply any succession of life unfolding but for those

scenarios that most rapidly increase biomass and biodiversity, two key metrics of regeneration.

Humanity now needs to work land in such a way as to undo the damage we’ve already done,

then extend this recovery to a state of health further than it has ever been. If we “steer” Earth

toward adaptive regeneration, we’ll see true resilience much sooner than by just letting it

develop “naturally.” It is our responsibility, in other words, to make up time for a long history of

damages. An increasing number of people are answering this challenge to Earth’s ecosystems

by cultivating systems that produce as much food, energy, materials, medicine, wildlife habitat,

water purification, carbon sequestration, pollination, and other ecosystem services as possible

in the smallest amount of space possible for the longest amount of time possible.Resiliency:

Becoming an Adaptive AnimalInsanity: doing the same thing over and over again and

expecting different results.—Variously attributedWhat was once a steep slope has been

transformed into terraced gardens of vegetables, perennial flowers, and fruit trees.Before

addressing the actual solutions that form the focus of this book, it is helpful to understand the

patterns of mind that inform such solutions, the mental framework from which we make effective



—or poor—decisions. The unsustainability of modern agriculture and society seems to stem

from a poor understanding of cause and effect. Humanity’s various failings on both the

individual and collective level can be traced back to this basic phenomenon: misunderstanding

how one’s actions affect an outcome, or oftentimes, not recognizing that one’s actions have

any effect on an outcome whatsoever. In evolutionary biology this is called a maladaptive

response. Acting in this way gets you booted out of the great wheel of life pretty quickly. The

resilient homesteader is interested in the opposite: how do we fit in, respond to, adjust and

adapt to constantly changing conditions? How do we do so with grace and joy? Indeed, should

adaptation not be uniquely mastered by an animal as conscious as Homo sapiens?

Understanding the mechanics of maladaptation is important to clearly navigate the terrain of

adaptation. So what creates a disconnect between our understanding of cause and effect?

This forms the basis of many lengthy philosophical discussions, but for the purposes of this

book, I will keep it very brief. How is one able to do x and ignore the fact that y results (e.g.,

defecate uphill of your water source, then get sick). Two reasons seem clear enough: The first

is not recognizing that an action performed could actually have an effect on something

seemingly unrelated (going to the bathroom and staying healthy). Notice the example here is

not touch a hot coal and get burned, because humans seem good enough at understanding

very simple and immediate cause and effect, but we are particularly poor at grasping this

process when there is a time delay or when the system contains complexity, such as when

numerous agents are acting upon it. The second possibility is a lack of understanding how

action in one sphere can affect a seemingly unrelated area—pooping on the ground and

drinking water from a well.How do we overcome these two tragic misunderstandings? The first

seems easy enough: recognize that all actions incur a result, whether we understand the result

or not. The world is connected—a web—and we cannot act in any way that does not affect this

web. Basic stuff. The second is more challenging and involves a degree of observation,

intuition, analysis, and critical thinking. It’s at the core of what it means to be a conscious

being, to be human. It can be called critical thinking: reasoning a problem through in its entirety,

design thinking, problem solving, or systems thinking. Not that this is a simple undertaking,

especially in today’s world of increasingly dulled, technofied minds. Cultivating systems-

thinking humans, however, is not the focus of the book but I would encourage the reader to

seek the many great resources existing on the subject including works by Fritjof Capra and

Peter Senge among many others.A self-reliant nation is built upon a citizenry living in resource-

producing and relatively self-reliant communities. Self-reliant, tenable communities are

composed of self-reliant households. And relatively self-reliant households are the basic

building block of any culture that is viable over the long term without requiring war (stealing of

resources) to sustain itself. No democratic civilization can last long if it is built upon a citizenry

that consume more than they produce; that’s debt and debt is inherently unsustainable and

ultimately undemocratic. If our goal is a peaceful, just society, self-reliance at the home and

community levels must be a central focus of our lives.How the Wilderness Context Informs a

Resilient LifestyleWhen I trace my inclination toward preparedness, I always find a link to my

time in backcountry travel and living experiences—living life on expeditions—from a summer

on skis crossing an ice field in Alaska to weeks climbing mountains or paddling on lakes. All of

these experiences have a commonality: During journeys in the backcountry, one is in constant

anticipation of conditions that can change at any point in time. Such change is simply a given—

whether it’s a storm that will test the soundness of your tent’s rigging or your retreat plan off the

mountain you attempted to climb. In such situations you learn basic and crucial skills in

observation and awareness, judgment and decision making, decisive action and



determination.Although true “wilderness” experiences are less a part of my life today, their role

as a central theme in my own development has been crucial. Anyone, especially those in

college and younger, stands to gain immeasurably by wilderness experiences—and any other

expeditionary-like journeys in which humans push their comfort zone, rely upon themselves,

test themselves, and ultimately learn what they are made of. Through encounters with

elements in the more-than-human world, we can see the reality of life on this planet, which is

often hidden from us but remains a basic fact of existence: The world around has always

changed, sometimes rapidly, and it will do so again. Life in a tent, out of a backpack, and in the

open exposes us to such change—brings it to the fore. When living outdoors we have few

buffers separating us from these adverse influences.Our daily life in the front country, back in

“civilization,” is filled with conveniences that, while enjoyable, distance us from the changing

nature of the world around us. This affords us a certain degree of comfort, time savings, and

other advantages but comes at a severe cost, one of which is losing a certain degree of

personal self-reliance and the skills needed to be highly self-reliant. These include acute

environmental awareness and response. In civilization much of those and other skills simply

aren’t needed. You don’t need to watch the weather because the weather is totally irrelevant to

the question of where you’re going to sleep for the night or how you’re going to prepare dinner.

Expand that irrelevance to many spheres of your life and you can see how rapidly and

profusely life in the comforts of “civilization” dumbs down our capacities simply by removing the

need for many of them. What you practice you become good at; what you don’t you gradually

lose competency in.This is not to say that some lifestyles in the front country don’t demand

certain and highly developed skills and awareness—some do. But for the most part our homes,

cars, computers, and other comforts retard the development of fundamental awareness

capacities that are necessary to think about, plan for, and act on a future that is guaranteed to

be saturated with change. The take-home message here is that we become proficient at what

we practice, and we tend to practice most intensely based upon needs. We can intentionally

place ourselves into environments where meeting basic and constantly shifting and challenging

basic needs is required of us. This is, in part, what a “wilderness” (read unmediated by human

systems) experience offers all of us. The learning and growth opportunities lying within them

are deeply practical and endlessly rewarding.Using This BookThe Resilient Farm and

Homestead is written to share approaches that have been rewarding in my own life and have

resulted in the sometimes stunning revitalization of the beat-up old hillside I call home. It is

written to share the regeneration and resiliency strategies I have been employing, what’s

worked and what hasn’t. In certain areas of the book, I share general information about a topic

that may go beyond what I have worked with at the Whole Systems Research Farm. However,

in general this is a personal and direct account of my experience of working with a specific

piece of land. This book is not a rehashing of information found elsewhere but only of direct

experience. I have found that much of what I’ve read in the literature around homesteading,

permaculture, and ecological restoration often conflicts with the reality of these disciplines

when practiced on the ground.This should not be surprising, I suppose, as too often what

makes it into books is theory, not practice translated into words. I aim to achieve the opposite.

In this way it’s a story, and a collection of experiences that readers can adapt to their own lives.

It is written with the hope that people the world over will find value in it as they take back

control over some measure of their own lives, empowering themselves and their families in the

pursuit of resilience and regeneration and revel in the health, freedom, and fulfillment that is a

natural outgrowth of such a life.But this book is written not only for today but for a time when

we look back at today. It is written for a time when we realize how fragile the means of our



existence had become—a time when we might have the opportunity to choose what to rebuild

and how. Most importantly, this book is a personal story of aiming to thrive in changing times

necessarily, involving two inextricable approaches—regeneration and resiliency. Regenerative

strategies enhance the health of the systems we live and work within, while resiliency

strategies enable the system—and ourselves as members of that system—to adapt to

constantly shifting conditions. It is these imperatives we must constantly work from and

toward.This book offers various angles on the challenges posed by regenerative and resiliency

imperatives. It is in part:• A case study in homesteading and farming—what’s worked and

what’s been most challenging, especially useful for those homesteading and farming and

wishing to do so successfully in a changing future• A resource for the professional or the

student of ecological design—articulating principles, concepts, strategies, and language in

performing whole systems design, with particular use for architects, landscape designers,

planners, engineers, builders, and community organizers• An ecological restorationist’s clue

book of ideas—especially useful in the evolving field of restoration agriculture, of speeding the

transformation of degraded landscapes into productive, fertile, and biodiverse systems that

humanity and the earth increasingly need urgently• A preparedness manual—especially

helpful for parents who want to invest in an adaptable future for themselves and their familyThe

lessons learned here are applicable to those interested in enhancing the vigor of their own

homestead and farm, person, family, and community. It is not a prescription for what to do in all

other locations and at all scales, as all projects contain a multitude of unique and differing

characteristics, from climate to landscape size to social factors. However, many of the

strategies we’ve employed are transferable to cold-temperate climates of the world in

particular. Chapters on water and soil management, tool selection and use, and the social

considerations of using land well are applicable to all areas of the world and projects of all

scales. Chapters focused on the challenges we face at the dawn of the twenty-first century—

including toxic contamination, economic insolvency, soil loss, human health challenges, and

the like—are also relevant, sadly, to all peoples in all parts of the globe. Readers in cool or cold-

temperate regions of the world can safely assume that most of the approaches shown in this

book are of high relevance to their own lives, whereas readers in other climates should pick

and choose among these techniques and experiment to see what is most applicable to their

own landscapes. This book should be used like a cookbook: not as a prescription but as a

resource of ideas to get you thinking and acting. In the same way that no great chef ever

confined herself to a recipe, no great land tender should ever confine herself to another’s ideas.

Each of us working with land must ultimately listen to the clues continually emerging from our

own direct interaction with the land under our feet, if we are to find the ways that work

best.PermacultureThroughout this book I refer to locations on a site as being in a specific

numeric zone from 00 to 5, with 00 representing the human body/mind/self and 5 being

unmanaged “wild” areas of a landscape. These zones have emerged from a discipline called

“permaculture,” a design approach and framework for problem solving developed most notably

by Bill Mollison and David Holmgren. Their work emerged in Australasia and combined some of

the smartest pattern-based and ecological design approaches thus far developed around the

world. In the past forty years Mollison and Holmgren, along with other pioneers such as Geoff

Lawton, John Todd,† Penny Livingston Stark, Sepp Holzer, the Bullock Brothers, Mark

Shepard, Dave Jacke, and many others have developed and articulated these pattern

understandings into a set of principles and design approaches that are manifest as a set of

land use (and other) strategies.‡ A permaculture can accurately be said to be any system in

which “the whole function of each part is fully realized.”§ This often takes the form of a



landscape in which fertile topsoil is being produced, water quality enhanced, and wildlife

promoted while humans also garden valuable yields of food, fuel, fiber, or medicine from the

system.In essence, permaculture as a land use approach (the aspect of permaculture I use

and refer to in this book) is a system of ecological regeneration in which the production of

products for human livelihoods is also a key component—a marriage of ecological restoration

and gardening, if you will. Permaculture land systems always promote biodiversity, not simply

biomass (output), and are heavily focused on increasing ecosystem health and reducing

mechanical energy expenditures and off-site inputs into the system at every point possible.

Permaculture seeks always to allow a land system to perform its own functions when possible

instead of the human management performing them, even when these are slower or lower

yielding in the short term. These approaches are extensively explored in the large

permaculture literature available.Elderberry harvesting in the currant microswales during our

permaculture design course. This is zone 1 in midsummer abundance. Note the five-year-old

black locust in the left foreground, which is already fence-post size and has broken its Tubex

tree tube. The free-ranging ducks are searching out slugs amidst the mulch.Permaculture

design has more clearly articulated the zonation concept of laying out a landscape according

to frequencies and ease of use than any other modern design discipline. This zone approach is

essential to the proper layout of components of a site, and I refer to these zones throughout

this book. Since permaculturists vary in what they mean with each number (although zone 5

always means unmanaged land), I want to define how the specific zones are used in this

book.Zones and Their DefinitionsInteraction drops rapidly as we move from zone 1.Zone

definitions vary significantly with overall occupants per acre of the site. For example, a family

on a quarter-acre lot will often visit zone 3 multiple times per day, whereas zone 3 on a rural

homestead of ten acres with a handful of people, like the WSRF, often only sees a visitor a few

times per week or less. Variation with the season is also enormous, and the definitions above

are for growing-season periods: I visit zone 3 in the winter less than once a week and

sometimes only once a month. Of course, the given zone of an area is also in constant flux,

with zone 3 becoming zone 2 over time and vice versa as a site is developed and maintained.

For use in this book I consider zones as follows:00 The human being, physical, mental, and

spiritual: body, mind, self. This is the space you occupy every moment of every day.0 The home

shelter: house and kitchen area especially. These are the spaces you occupy many times each

day. In a well-designed homestead, this includes outdoor living space near the dwelling.1 The

most often used landscape areas: vegetable garden, barn, parking areas.2 Lesser-used areas

that are frequented once to twice a day or so: typically, some staple annual crops such as

potatoes; perennials, such as fruit trees and berries; grazing areas; mushroom yards.3 Areas

frequented a few times a week: typically, grazing paddocks, most orchards, mushroom yards,

and nutteries.4 The least frequented areas under management: woodlots, some grazing areas,

some forest garden zones.5 Unmanaged land: “wild.” Land that is left for observation alone—

one visits but does not cut, harvest, or forage in any significant way. Not all or even most sites

may have a true zone 5.Who Are “We?”At points in the book, you will see the term “we,”

referring to users of this site. While the opinion shared in this book is solely that of the author,

the work performed on-site has included far more than my labor and input alone. At the time of

this writing, the Whole Systems Research Farm has included interns for seven years of its

existence, group participation in projects ranging from permaculture design courses to college

and local groups of five to twenty people in size, hired help for 15 to 25 percent of this period

during the growing season, and input from work-trading volunteers sporadically over the last

nine years. The site’s general development, while always under the direction of Ben Falk, has



benefited from the input, and especially the labor, of dozens of people over the years.WSRF

Site SpecificsPlan view of the Whole Systems Research Farm site in Central VermontThe

Whole Systems Research Farm comprises ten acres of hillside land perched above the Mad

River in Central Vermont. The site has been home to at least half a dozen families since

Europeans first settled this part of the world about three hundred years ago. So, too, has this

site been host to various land uses, from logging to maple sugaring, the pasturing of beef and

likely dairy cows, to the more recent perennial cropping and grazing systems we have

employed. The following specifics should be referenced when comparing the lessons learned

in this book with your own site.• Scale: ten acres, perimeter approximately 3,600', elevation

change ~150'.• Average slope: 10 to 15 percent, many areas of 15 to 20 percent, almost no

truly level areas except created terraces• Global climate classification: cold-temperate• Frost-

free days per year: average (mid-May to mid-/late September). This varies by one to five weeks

per year, however.• Coudiness: Very cloudy most of the year with generally sunny summers for

a total of 49% annual average sunshine of total possible, making this area one of the cloudiest

in the lower 48 United States comparable with much of the Great Lakes and Pacific

Northwest.¶• Aspect: primarily westerly with some southwest and northwest.• USDA hardiness

zone: 4 to 5• Coldest temperature recorded in past nine years: – 26°F (– 32°C)• Warmest

temperature recorded in past nine years: 92°F (33°C)• Latitude: 44°N, 73°W• Elevation:

Approximately 850' to 1000' above sea level• Wind exposure: low, maximum winds on-site

approximately 65 miles per hour, typically very low with maximum wind stress occurring in

thunderstorms two to four times per year, with winds of 30 to 45 mph. Site is prone to cooling

down-valley (katabatic) breezes nightly from upslope.• Soils: silty and gravelly clays, 0" to 4" of

topsoil present on-site upon my arrival atop a subsoil that ranged from 10+ feet to less than a

foot deep. Roughly a third of the land we work intensively is less than two feet to bedrock and

some cropped areas have 1" to 10" of subsoil atop bedrock.• Groundwater: depth to water

table is within 2" of the surface for most of the year over at least ¾ of the site. The water table

falls 3' to 5' during most summers.• Existing vegetation cover at time of my arrival: 50/50

forested/abandoned “old field” with saplings of birch, poplar, and rubus species becoming

predominant.• Occupants: 1 to 6 over the ten years I’ve been on-site.• Machinery used in

development, at various times: 21 horsepower tractor backhoe (original swales), full size

tracked excavators (primary ponds), compact excavator of about 8,000 to 9,000 lbs (most

newer swales, pools, terraces, and paddies, and a 56 HP tractor on rare occassions.Site

History• Geological/glaciological• Located in the Green Mountains physiographic region,

composed of metamorphic bedrock, schist. Soils tend to become acidic over time as a result

but are relatively well mineralized.• Was buried in ice thousands of feet thick during Holocene

glaciation ten to twelve thousand years before present (YBP), then a lake for some hundreds of

years.• Northern hardwood/boreal forest mix began on-site nine to ten thousand YBP.• Pre-

European settlement• Little seems to be known about this area of Vermont, but it was likely

frequented by bands of gatherer-hunters that may have either altered the ecosystem

significantly or left little mark on it. While it’s impossible to know for sure, the research I have

done for the past fifteen years on Vermont land uses indicates that this area of the state was

used lightly by first peoples—confining their activities to the milder and more productive areas

around Lake Champlain. That’s where I would have liked to be as well if I were living here

hundreds and thousands of years ago! However, since we cannot know the presence and

impact of past human settlement on this site and this impact is usually more than we know and

realize in the present day, it may be safe to assume that human impact on this site is greater

than I realize.• Post-European settlement• 1800–1900: Former dairy cow pasture; likely cleared



completely about two hundred years ago, initially. Likely grazed for fifty to seventy-five years

before abandonment.• 1900–1950: Partial abandonment; half the site grows into northern

hardwood forest composed of maple, beech, ash, hop hornbeam, yellow birch.• 1940s/1950s:

Complete abandonment; the remaining field areas of the site succeed into white pine (Pinus

strobus); red maple (Acer rubrum); aspen (Populus tremuloides); paper birch (Betula

paperifera); grey birch (Betula populifolia); brambles; fern, especially sensitive, bracken, and

ostrich; and goldenrod.• 1970s: Second-home development of the site for skiing-related

recreation. The site was cleared with heavy machinery for a view. This represents the second,

third, or fourth major assault on the health of the site’s ecosystem, with likely no seed spread

after machinery was used to clear-cut the forest.Some of the sheep herd taking in the view

west above the rice paddies, pond, and lower swales. Photograph courtesy of Whole Systems

Design, LLCSite Future: What’s Possible?Given an understanding of the history of this (and

your own) location, what visions can reasonably be drawn about the future of the site?

Although the past is often prelude to the future, today we stand in stark realization that we

cannot afford to continue repeating the mistakes of the past—most notably the loss of topsoil

and water from the hillsides, the dependence on distant resources to meet our basic needs,

and the lack of human vitality that past systems have too often yielded. It’s clear that a newer,

much more effective presence in our places is now necessary. To envision such a future, it’s

helpful to look back at the long history of human land use, what’s worked and what has not**,

and to also reference the more recent trends of human settlement. To highlight potential

answers to these questions, I offer the following brief exploration of what it means to flee, dwell,

and invest in a place to be successful over the long haul.FleeingThe average American moves

11.7 times in a lifetime.—United States Census Bureau, Geographic Mobility Report 2006The

best time to plant a tree is twenty years ago. The second best time is now.— Japanese

ProverbIt’s not surprising that we North Americans still call this continent the “New World.”

Relative to the first peoples in America, who have lived here for between four thousand and

fifteen thousand years, we just got off the boat. It’s new to us, and so far we don’t seem intent

on staying. I was taught in school that the American frontier closed in the nineteenth century,

yet the same boom-bust cycle has continued into the twenty-first, shifting from the

Appalachians to the Prairie to the West to the Rust Belt to Silicon Valley and the Sun Belt. Now

—finally—we’re almost out of both places to live and places from which to extract our living.

Our distant sources of labor, food, energy, water, and rare-earth elements are running dry.

Africa won’t feed China for very long, nor can Canada and the Ebook Tops feed and fuel the

United States for more than a handful of decades—the land base simply is not big enough or

productive enough by any measure to feed the surging populations. Though we fled from

distant lands to America, we continue to live much like refugees, constantly moving from one

place to another, never staying long enough to cultivate the richest values possible in a specific

place. In doing so we’ve traded uniqueness for the generic, culture for commerce. Even those

of us who can afford to usually don’t stick around long enough to harvest the fruits of our labor

—nomads not seeking safety but “success.”We need the opposite kind of culture, a people that

mean to stay. Strangely, running out of places to go and resources to plunder may be what we

need most to convince us that a regenerative presence is called for. It’s easy to wreck a place

when you know you can move on to the next; without another place to go, might we finally be

forced to open our eyes to what’s at hand? To gaze not at a distant horizon but at the ground

beneath our feet? Then might we ask, “What can I do here? What can I make of this place?”

This transformation is inevitable and will happen whether we engage it or not; the earth is finite,

and we’re spectacularly overshooting our resource base. This shift will not be just personal but



cultural.“Staying” seems to be one of the key ingredients to a resilient and adaptive culture and

to any civilization that can last beyond a few centuries, especially in the modern age.

Rootlessness is simply not a viable operating system in a high-tech (high-footprint) world with

billions of humans, and it begets a mind-set of conquest, a broken chain of cause and effect,

not of accountability. Indeed, the concept of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” seems

hinged upon close feedback loops between action and consequence. But true “staying” can

only happen in a settled society, in cultures where “home” and community are central, where

the individual is embedded in a long chain of generations, inheriting from those before, leaving

for those who will come after.Fortunately, this pattern is hardly new. The instances in which

human groups have sustained themselves in specific places for millennia occur where cultural

and economic (resource) systems were organized not to maximize wealth for the individual but

to grow and transfer value across human generations. Not moving to the next place has been

the only way we’ve built wealth enduringly. This kind of value takes decades and centuries to

develop: barns spilling over with the autumn harvest, apples stacked high to last through a

winter, disease-resistant crops from hedgerow to hedgerow, towering groves of nut trees,

abundant herds of game, lush pasture and sturdy animals, vigorous people mastering their

work, and vibrant cultural memory. Human culture can create all of these conditions—even

thriving ecosystems. But it takes generations of people skillfully committed to each other, and

to a place, to do so.Our task, then, at the dawn of the third millennium, is to transition from a

society based on mining the most value as quickly as possible to a long-haul culture living not

on the principal but on the interest. So how do we develop perpetual, interest-bearing systems

from which we can live? We can start by looking at those places where human inhabitation has

lasted millennia—and at those who dwelled and did not despoil their homes.DwellingIn difficult

dry regions of the Iberian Peninsula, a complex agroforestry system based heavily on the

interactions between an oak-and-chestnut overstory and a grazed understory (using pigs and

small cows especially), called the dehesa system, was devised, likely in the first millennium AD.

Grazing animals were rotated through the woodlands, with animals thriving primarily on the

produce of the trees. The nuts offered a wellspring of fat and protein from year to year, with no

pruning, no fertilizing (other than animal rotations), little disease pressure, no irrigation, no bare

soil, no erosion, and complete groundwater recharging/moisture retention. This kind of land

use is the opposite of desertification. The productivity of the dehesa system has been found to

be higher per unit area than any version of modern agriculture in Spain, when accounting for

all inputs and outputs. At the same time the quality of the systems’ outputs is superior to those

of modern agriculture: Chestnut-fed swine has long been regarded as one of the finest meats

in the world, as flavorful as it is dense in nutrients, beyond comparison with grain-fed meats.

The savanna-mimicking dehesa silvo-pastoral systems were so widespread, evolved, and

practiced for so many centuries that until the twentieth century many ecologists did not

recognize the anthropogenic origins of these ecosystems. As the agroforestry practices of

planting, cutting, pruning, and grazing waned in the modern era, so, too, has the diversity of

“wild” life in these woodlands. While springs dried up, soil building slowed, and the region has

become more arid and brittle and less productive. It is probable that, as in many abandoned or

untended places, diversity dropped when beneficial human management was removed: Lack of

good grazing removed fertility from the cycle—while poor grazing eroded land, and trees

stopped being replanted.In what is now California, the Sierra Miwok, Yokuts, Chumash, and at

least a dozen other first peoples developed perennial, fire-managed ecosystems that grew a

stunning abundance of game along with medicinal plants in the understory of black oak–

dominated woodlands. Peoples in California also developed systems based around sugar pine,



hazelnut, and other masting and often exceptionally long-lived plants, using fire, transplanting,

and selective cutting rather than grazing (having none of the domestic-able animals that were

available in Eurasia). In the Sierra Nevada Mountains individual sugar pine groves were often

tended to by single clans, climbed and harvested from for a dozen or more human generations

(sugar pines can yield rich pine nuts for three hundred to five hundred years).Imagine

harvesting food from a tree that your great-grandfather planted, that your grandfather then

climbed to harvest nuts from, that your father climbed and rested beneath, whose seeds your

mother made a flour from to nourish you, that your son will feed your grandchildren from, that

your grandchildren, when the tree dies, will use the wood from for shelter, the inner bark for

medicines, the resin for fire starter, the needles as incense in a ceremony for the tree and for

the lives that the tree made possible. Such is the life of a people who live close to trees,

intentional in their legacy.Over a period of at least a hundred human generations, those

dwelling in eastern North America guided the development of vast food forests. The Wabanaki,

Algonquian, and Mahican peoples, the Abenaki, Huron, Iroquois, Manhattan, Massachuset,

Narragansett, Penobscot, Seneca, Shinnecock, and others promoted an intergenerational

food, fuel, fiber, and medicine ecosystem whose foundation was the mast-bearing tree: oak,

walnut, hickory, chestnut, butternut, pine, beech, hazelnut (they did not yet have the apple from

Asia).The earliest European accounts of this land describe it as having an open understory

and being full of oak and walnut trees. These visitors thought they had encountered an

unusually beautiful wilderness. But as has become clear, this was no wilderness but a

continental-scale forest garden whose crops were trees, the game they sustained, and

harvestable understory plants. As in other regions of the world where cultures figured out how

to dwell for thousands of years in a single place, the tools and techniques of choice were fire;

hunting; selective cutting; promoting the largest, most useful seeds; and dispersing them (think

Johnny Butternut); and a deep awareness of seasonal cycles to properly time these

activities.Energy CyclingWhy are trees—especially nut trees—at the basis of these

regenerative land-use systems and highly adapted human cultures? In the simplest terms it

has to do with inputs and outputs. A nut tree is simply more effective and efficient at converting

sunlight and precipitation into value, over the long term, than any other technology humans

have yet designed. This becomes clear when comparing biological systems in general with

nonliving technologies. Consider a photovoltaic panel or wind turbine, for example. Each

requires large and damaging inputs to generate single outputs. What are the inputs for a

photovoltaic panel? For one thing, Bauxite from which to smelt the aluminum frame, as well as

silicon and numerous other minerals (many only found in a dwindling number of difficult-to-

access places on the planet). These all must be mined, transported, refined, transported again,

then fabricated, then shipped again. All for one output: electricity.Lupine—a superplant in that it

both puts nitrogen into the soil and is a nutrient hyper-accumulator—building soil quickly.What

are the inputs required for a nut tree? At most an exchange between breeder and planter,

transporting of the seed or seedling, some wood chip mulch, rain, and sunshine. And time.

What are its yields? Oxygen, soil, wildlife habitat, moisture retention, carbon sequestration, air

and water enhancement, human food, stock feed, building materials, shade, windbreak, and

beauty, to name a few. The former resource path of the photovoltaic panel—the abiotic—

provides us with a practical service at great cost. The latter, biological (or “soft”) path creates

an enduring and generative legacy of positive value. And whereas a solar panel, wind turbine,

or green building offers diminishing yields over time, a nut tree’s output actually increases, for

at least the first century or two of its lifetime.Such is the power—and imperative—of biological

systems: They are the only means we have of sidestepping entropy, at least for significant



periods of time, on this planet. That’s what tips the balance; it all comes down to capture,

storage, and transfer. The most functional human-land arrangement is the one that can harvest

the most sunlight, moisture, atmospheric fertility, and biological energies, then accrue that

value for the longest period of time while converting some of it into products and services that

other living things, such as humans, can feed on. Biological systems do this very well, while

nonliving mechanical systems cannot.In the modern era enough research has been done to

quantify the advantage of cropping with trees over annual crops. Accepted yields for chestnut,

for example, are eight hundred to fifteen hundred pounds per acre. That rivals modern corn

production on deep-soil land. However, corn only produces such a crop with constant labor and

fertility inputs each year, while reducing the land’s capacity to produce because of its erosive

forces on the soil. A chestnut orchard, on the other hand, actually improves the land’s (and

climate’s) capacity from year to year while it yields; it requires no bare soil or off-site fertility

inputs, and it produces hundreds of crops from each plant on marginal, shallow-soiled land (far

more of the earth’s cover type than deep-soiled land), while taking up less space than corn.

And you can crop the same area with other species simultaneously; for example, a chestnut

orchard is also a pasture, also a game preserve/farm, also a place for understory berries and

medicinal crops.All in all, you can grow three to eight times the product value (protein, fat,

carbohydrate, Btus and other nutrients/values) via a tree crop system than with an annual,

input-dependent crop such as corn, and you can do so while improving the land from decade

to decade.†† Indeed, tree cropping and ecological restoration can be performed

simultaneously. Annual cropping the same land, year after year, however, usually leads to a

ruined soil and culture, even on flat lands (and always on steep lands unless it’s rice).

Mesopotamia, much of Greece, and many other empires were once forested; now, they are

deserts.Despite abundant human cleverness, we haven’t invented a better way to store energy

than a stack of firewood. We haven’t yet devised a more effective means of capturing solar

energy than by putting up a cow and hay in a barn through the winter. Biological energy

harvesting and storage is what has allowed us to survive to this point, and our experiments of

replacing biological systems with mechanical and chemical systems have at best been delayed

catastrophes. We must rely on some nonbiological aspects (the barn in the previous example),

but wherever we do we compromise the system and our own returns in the long term. The

minute a barn is built, it begins to decay. The famous comparison of a tractor with a draft horse

highlights the entropy principle at work here: A tractor and horse are comparable in the amount

of work they can achieve on a small piece of land, yet after a time the tractor dies and the

horse makes another horse. Only life processes are regenerative. Hence, our prospects for

thriving on this planet depend on our ability to partner with life forces.ReinvestmentLife,

however, can be slow. Who can wait decades for a return on investment?Actually, most of us

do already: pensions, Social Security, mortgages. But a nut tree beats an IRA, hands down, on

a strictly monetary basis alone (not counting all the side yields). Indeed, one could consider

such an investment a “collective retirement account,” maturing in ten to thirty years and yielding

ever-increasing returns for its first one hundred to two hundred years at least. Stone (nut) pines

(which cover huge swaths of the Siberian taiga and are adapted to the world’s cold-temperate

climates) often bear for four to five hundred years. Try gambling on Lehman Brothers for just a

one-hundred-year return. Your apple tree, however, can easily do that. Planted for $100 and

tended to at a cost of $50 per year (in your time), the tree will yield roughly fifty thousand

pounds ($150,000 worth at $3 a pound) of fruit in its first century—a total return on investment

(ROI) of 2,841 percent and an annualized rate of return of 7.1 percent (almost exactly the

same as a 50/50 bond/stock portfolio over the last hundred years). That’s not counting any



wood/timber value from the tree upon its harvest, which can be enormous in the case of a nut

tree such as black walnut, oak, and chestnut. If you didn’t count your time pruning and

harvesting, and chalked that up to family fun, your overall ROI would be 150,000 percent in a

hundred years. Over fifty years your APR would be 15.8 percent—not slow money.Trees are

one of the only financial instruments we can rationally depend on for long-term returns on

investment. Perhaps this is why humans have invested in trees for millennia and in banks for a

mere moment in time. Unlike an IRA or Social Security, barring a lightning strike, your family’s

nut tree carries a guarantee that the US Treasury simply can’t make (even if it weren’t

bankrupt); it simply hasn’t been around long enough. One can find mature nut trees today that

started yielding before the United States existed, and one can plant a tree today that will likely

be bearing after this nation’s lifespan is over. On the thousands of pounds of value falling from

your tree year after year, you will pay not one cent of tax. The value is all for you—and for the

squirrel, the owl, the soil, the groundwater, the climate, and your children. Imagine inheriting a

food forest. Imagine creating one. Planting season begins when the ground thaws and ends at

leaf out. Your intergenerational legacy can begin today.The Green Distraction and the Political

Black HoleWe are now a few decades into the Green Dream. Sometime in the latter half of the

twentieth century, upwardly mobile, socially conscious, academically educated professionals—

those who could afford to—began to drive the commercialization of products and services that

were healthier, less cruel, and more conserving of natural and cultural resources. The intent

behind this movement was, and is, well meaning. It grew out of an increased awareness of the

destruction wrought by global consumerism and has sought to change that; in the words of the

movement itself, to “make the world a better place through conscious consumption.” People set

out to reverse the course of destruction wrought by consumerism, through a different type of

consumerism.Decades before the Green Movement emerged, a similar political movement was

embraced by even larger segments of the population. Progressive politicians and activists

worked through the political process, legislating for increased social justice, revamping laws to

clean up waterways, and regulating the processes of modern industry to better protect

biodiversity and do less damage to Planet Earth in the creation of “products.” Indeed, much of

modern “progressive” politics can be seen as an attempt to minimize the damage wrought by

the increasingly destructive ways citizens of this nation make their living. And with each decade

Americans have moved further away from domestic production toward an ever more

globalized, colonial resource relationship, all the while exponentially increasing the take-make-

waste capacity of each citizen.No doubt this movement toward no-VOC paint, ecotourism,

green building, compact fluorescent lightbulbs, organic foods, fair-trade goods, low-flow

fixtures, hybrid vehicles, and more stringent regulations slowed the rate of cultural- and natural-

resource obliteration, but it has not reversed the trend. These progressive consumer and

political movements of the late twentieth century failed to change the underlying structure that

gave rise to massive human-ecological unsustainability in the first place. Radical consumerism

and its transference of value from two-thirds of the world’s humanity to the richest third

continued unabated, further bankrupting Earth principal (biodiversity, soil, fresh-water and

clean-air reserves), mining human capital (physical, intellectual, and emotional health of

individuals and societies), and looting value from distant places and from future time periods.

Thus, despite these movements the scope of human destruction continues to expand rapidly

into the twenty-first century with• Greenhouse emissions of nations that ratified the Kyoto

Protocol still on the rapid increase• Tropical deforestation accelerating• Nuclear-waste

production increasing• Species extinction accelerating• Resource-related warfare on the rise,

with concomitant waste in money, energy, and lives• Overall biospheric toxicity increasing



faster than at any other time in the past 400,000 years, at leastConfronting the fact that the

social justice and green movements (let’s call them “surface movements”) have not succeeded

in changing the human trajectory away from perennial emergency toward a positively evolving,

healthy, peaceful world forces us to recognize the structural forces that are at work. We start to

see how surface movements have served largely to distract us (“Let them have green products”

instead of “cake”). The most meaningful forces determining the resource relationships between

humanity and Planet Earth operate largely beyond the influence of these movements. So how

do we effect meaningful change, recognizing that our choice of dish detergent or fair-trade

goods is not going to change the underlying drift toward deepening catastrophe?Exodus from

Consumer SocietySometime in the early twenty-first century, the systems that had

concentrated wealth in the hands of the few—the same systems that had become the most

dominant social-organizing systems on the planet—began to slowly become unhinged. A few

generations of accumulating instability from the system’s sheer scale and depth of injustice will

at some point, as it always has historically, overwhelm the system’s capacity to contain its own

fallout. What if the same cultural process that stimulated the social-justice and green causes

coalesced into a massive force and began to replace consumer society itself with a society of

producers based in decentralized, egalitarian, human-scaled, smaller units of organization?

What if crises stimulated this process out of necessity? This shift is beginning to happen,

especially at the home scale.Ask yourself what actions you can take to harness this transition

away from a consumer society that belittles your own humanity to an organizing force that

fosters individual empowerment—a liberating and enlightening cultural revival that replaces

consumers with producers, hyperdependency with self-reliance. Table 1.1 highlights the

relationship between typical consumer-based actions and solutions that address problems

(classified as “Issues”) at a deeper, more systemic level. The categories are not mutually

exclusive: Actions defined as “Less Bad” often support the regenerative “Producer” action but

by themselves usually will not result in meaningful, long-term change at the societal level or

empowerment at the individual level. This is just the tip of the iceberg. Starting down this road

opens the door to scores of other possibilities. The lifestyle of the producer can actually be far

more stimulating, complex, and interesting than a consumption-oriented way of living.Table 1.1:

Typical Consumer-Based Actions and Solutions That Address ProblemsIssueThe “Less Bad”

ConsumerThe ProducerFoodBuys organic groceriesGrows a vegetable garden, maintains food

trees and berries, raises animalsWaste/EnergyRecyclesBuys less and produces, processes,

and stores moreSocial JusticeDonates to a national charityOrganizes neighbors to alleviate a

local problemEnergyConserves electricityProduces electricity with solar, wind, water, or wood,

or doesn’t need itWaterBuys a water-conserving applianceHarvests rainwater and greywater

and cycles it on her landPolicyVotes once a yearOrganizes with neighbors, meets with elected

officials, holds town officeBecoming Useful in the TransitionThe overall flow of energy and

materials through a regenerative and resilient homestead and farm is complex but designed

and managed to continually generate value on- and off-site, while requiring fewer off-site inputs

over time. A functional society of free people is necessarily built upon a foundation of such

productive systems.I am often asked at the end of presentations a question that goes

something like this: “I have limited time, money, and skill. What would be the most important

things to focus on in becoming more adaptive to the changes now underway in the world?” This

is a difficult question, and the answers necessarily vary by region, one’s existing skill set, the

area of interest, and the physical and social context of the transitionee. However, it seems

useful to at least offer an attempted distillation of answers to this question. This list, of course,

is not exhaustive. It should be useful in helping us ask the right questions and begin or



continue to think more clearly about our resources and what remains to learn, acquire, and

develop as we attempt to become more helpful and resilient members of a rapidly changing

world. The steps toward a more resilient lifestyle can be thought of in the following order and

categories: Empower/Mind Shift; Root/Community; Harvest and Cycle; Shelter; Feed and

Vitalize.1. Empower Yourself: Reskill and ReattitudeMaster something people need, not simply

what they want: food, clothing, shelter, information, tools, wellness. Remember, skills are one of

the only things no one can ever take from you. Skills also tend to accrue, and many of them

only accumulate over life, rather than wither. We may at times be rich or poor, socially

connected or relatively alone, but for the most part our skills are ours to keep. Our attitude

manifests everything else. If you don’t believe you can do something, you certainly won’t.

Those who learn fast, adapt to challenges in their lives, and are generally “successful” in any

way, shape, or form in this world tend to have some traits in common with each other: They

believe in themselves and act from a place of confidence, not fear; they tend to treat change as

an opportunity; they do not bemoan challenges or loss; they look ahead; they look practically at

the future—sober in what challenges it may bring and hopeful in what opportunities may

emerge. All the other steps described below to becoming useful and adaptable in the transition

can be achieved with relative ease if you empower yourself in skill and in attitude.2. Establish a

Land Base and a Community: Put Down RootsAfter a solid skill set and adaptable attitude,

land and community are the two most fundamental tools for leading a resilient life. How will you

connect with a piece of land in a long-term way? What legal or other agreements will allow you

to stay on that piece of land and work toward its empowering you? Who are your people? How

will you find them or attract them? Do you need to change location, career, outlook, or even

paradigm to find them? Do you need to lead for others to follow? These questions must be

addressed and pondered, if not necessarily answered, before you can proceed to the next

step.For wanderers who think one can be highly resilient in a nomadic way, I do not mean to

discount that path. It seems plausible that a group of people—not an individual—could indeed

develop some level of resiliency within a nomadic lifestyle. The challenge, however, becomes

one of starting from scratch every time: Unless you’re a scavenger or a raider and live on the

produce of others, you need access to land to be a producer yourself (barring the truly

nomadic tribe lifestyle of ages past that hunted and shepherded). So at best, the nomadic path

requires one to constantly be investing in establishing relationships with new places, new

people, and new land. That approach hits the reset button constantly. While the nomad is all

the time reinvesting, the person who chose to set down roots is growing shoots, putting up

branches toward the sky, connecting with those who have rooted around them. This does not

mean that one should not be ready and willing to pick up and move if necessary, but that

certainly would be a major blow to the lifestyle of one pursuing resiliency and regeneration.3.

Harvest and Cycle Energy, Water, NutrientsThe productivity of the place you dwell is next in

the order of establishing a viable lifestyle for the long haul. The land’s ability to produce is

dependent upon its ability to capture sunlight, rain, snow, wind, atmosphere, and other forces

and transform those forces into food, medicine, fuel, and other yields you need in a particular

location. That transformation depends on sunlight’s being processed through functional water,

soil, plant, fungal, and animal systems. It takes time to establish these fertility systems. Years.

Best to get started now. These systems include compost, humanure, greywater, and nutrients

salvaged locally. Because most other systems depend on the productivity of a site, making

your place as fertile as possible should begin to happen as early as possible when you

establish a home in a new place. It is this step and the following two that are the focus of much

of this book.4. Develop Passive ShelterAlso at the beginning of establishing a resilient lifestyle



is the need for shelter. Ensuring that this shelter goes up quickly and is as nonreliant on off-site

resources as possible is a baseline part of the whole system. Keeping things simple here pays

off in spades. You can always add comfort—read complexity and often expense—later. A highly

functional nondependent shelter is most easily achieved if it is relatively small and very well

insulated; has wood heat, gravity-fed water and a hand-pump backup; and has a cool/cold

location built into it for food storage. Shelter fit for a dynamic future is fixable and adjustable by

its user over the long haul.5. Learn to Cultivate and Wild-Harvest Food, Medicine, and

FuelFood production and foraging is fundamental; so too, for an increasing number of people is

the production and processing of medicine and fuel. The more self-reliant and skillful one can

be with all the fundamentals of life, the more one can thrive through the period of change the

world is entering. To survive and thrive in this changing future, one must be fluent with most or

all of the basic production systems, including raising vegetables, foraging and hunting, animal

husbandry, and growing perennial crops, such as fruits and nuts.When Systems Fail:

Emergencies and ResiliencyIn my work the lines between planning a landscape and planning

a lifestyle are becoming increasingly blurred. From increasing climate shifts to global economic

insolvency, and the various instabilities these set in motion, sound planning for both land and

lifestyle looks forward and aims to respond ahead of the curve—where response is most

strategic (before the flood, before the well dries up, before the dollar tanks, before a gallon of

gas is six bucks). It’s becoming increasingly clear that both our habitats (land and

infrastructure) and our lifestyles (and the community they are connected to) must adapt to

increasingly rapid economic, social, and political shifts that ultimately determine what ways of

living will be more or less viable.And viability or—more accurately—resiliency is what we’re

after. That means responding ahead of the actual event, swinging the bat before the ball

whizzes by. Responding deftly to changing conditions is at the core of successful adaptive

responses in all creatures great and small on this particular planet. This holds true both for

individuals and for species. To be adaptive we must extrapolate current conditions into specific

future conditions that guide our planning. Since we can’t accurately predict the exact future, we

must entertain diverse scenarios and plan around a selection of them—including those that

present acute challenges—emergencies.Any rapid changes in living conditions, whether from a

job loss, an injury, or a global catastrophe, can be adapted to far more easily when a group of

people can rely upon one another.Scenario Planning and ActingElderberries producing heavily

in their fourth year. Preparing is always best done well ahead of time since systems take time

to establish—food systems often require years to yield, no matter how much money or effort is

thrown at them.Planning for the future is greatly aided by organizing around specific events

and their particular consequences—aiming to avoid the “wish I’d done that” pitfall common to

generalized planning. While we cannot go through all scenarios that are worthwhile planning

for, we can “mock up” some aspects of almost all of them. For instance, you can’t simulate a

nuclear power plant spewing radiation into your neighborhood, but you can run a fire drill in

which you do what you’d need to in such a situation: communicating with family and friends,

sealing up the home and garden, potentially evacuating to a predetermined location, and so

on. Only through activating these scenarios can you learn the particulars—often crucial details

—that will empower a more successful response when the event is not a drill. Running event

scenarios, however, takes time, and not everyone has the time or resources available to run

such drills. Therefore, a combination of drills (event acting) and event planning is practical for

most people to carry out as one decides what to prepare for and how.Since we do not know

which events and which particulars will come to pass, we should think through many of them;

scenario planning with diverse possibilities is most helpful. Once scenarios are laid out before



us, we can decide which of those are most important to actually practice around. It is most

effective to start scenario planning and acting with foundational questions specific to each of

our living situations. These questions are identical from location to location, but the answers

vary (sometimes) with location, people involved, and other context aspects.Scenario Mapping:

Planning QuestionsWhat events can happen globally, regionally, and locally that will impact me

in significant ways? What would it mean, and what will the results be in each situation? What is

currently in place in my life that can improve my ability to deal with each of these events? What

aspects of my life currently present the biggest challenges to dealing with these events? Who

would I turn to for help, and who would need my help in each event? What tools, equipment,

skills, and other resources would be utilized in each event? And finally, what resources would

most likely be lacking?As you go through this mapping process, be sure to note, especially, all

strong points and missing links or weaknesses. Write them down, and make an action plan for

addressing each of these. It’s also very easy to know something is a weakness but forget to do

anything about it. For instance, I always knew in the back of my mind that my lighting situation

for dealing with power outages was not ideal, involving only multiple headlamps, batteries, and

candles. When I did lose power a few years ago, it became apparent that the light from my

Coleman Lantern was so much more helpful than candles or headlamps when a group of us

gathered together to cook and eat a meal. Although I had the lantern, I did not consider it part

of my lighting plan and only had a few ounces of old white gas for it. Now, I know its value and

have put up a couple of sealed jugs of white gas, which, unlike gasoline, lasts a very long time,

and have procured another lantern, since two is one, one is none.‡‡ And one sure is

useful.Working through each of these questions is no small task and will probably take multiple

years to do thoroughly. It is most helpful to record all of these on paper as you go and, ideally,

go through them with at least one other person. It is easy to miss key aspects, and individuals

also vary in their needs and desires, which affect the answers to the above questions.There

are many other important emergency preparation approaches we utilize on the home and farm

and the details of them could (and likely will) fill another book. However, due to space

limitations this topic is out of the purview of this book, but is explored in great depth during our

workshops on the farm.* This quote is most often attributed to Penny Livingston Stark, from

whom I believe it was originally sourced.† Though more associated with general ecological

design by many, Dr. John Todd so deeply advanced the field of ecological design (in which

permaculture is rooted) to such a significant extent that the language and ideas he has

developed are inextricably part of permaculture today. A similar statement can be made about

the work of Allan Savory.‡ The original groundbreaking permaculture work most referenced is

Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual by Bill Mollison, published in 1988 by Tagari Publications.§

Tanya Srolovitz, student in a permaculture design course the author organized in 2001 at the

Island School in Eleuthera, Bahamas¶ NOAA climate data on percentage of sunshine out of

possible: http://t** The most useful book I have found for offering answers to this primary

question has been Farmers of Forty Centuries, by F. H. King.†† See J. Russel Smith’s classic

Tree Crops: A Permanent Agriculture for more on this whole aspect.‡‡ I first heard this phrase

from Jack Spirko who runs the vast and valuable resource of the Survival Podcast and its

forums.Chapter TwoThe Design Process and Site EstablishmentThe design process is the

starting point—if there ever is a discrete point of initiation—for making a regenerative and

resilient place a reality. It’s probably more accurate to say that the design process is the period

when we spend more of our time focused on what we should do (goals), what’s possible

(analysis), and how to do it (the plans) than at any other part of the thinking-making continuum.

The boundaries of the design process include any observations, drawing, photographing,



conversations, and hard plans that one engages in during the development of a place.It is

essential to remember that this process does not stop once the shovel hits the ground.

Designing is a constant state of being, and when engaged in the world as a problem solver,

you never turn off the tendency to notice a suboptimal situation and think systematically about

how to improve it. Design processes can take many forms, and no one approach can be

prescribed as the best for all people in all places at all scales. However, it can be said that any

effective design process is rooted in intense engagement with the problem at hand and the

world in which that problem resides. This is often where “modern” design fails; while the

problem may be engaged, the world in which the problem lives is often ignored. This, of

course, is a logical consequence of the modern “designer” being someone that works inside a

building called a studio. The designer, if she is worth the tracing paper she uses up, is

someone digging in the dirt, talking with the neighbors, sitting quietly waiting for the sun to rise

at daybreak, and embedding herself in the subject at hand (which is always a place) in

countless ways. This section offers a brief account of the approaches and frame of reference I

have employed to think clearly about and activate functional human habitats.Planning and

Design: Observation before ActionSite planning should be continuously fed by a never-ending

process of analyzing, interpreting, and acting. Illustration courtesy of Whole Systems Design,

LLCWhen beginning to plan a project and the establishment of systems, the primary task is

imagination. We must envision what the site could be like—and should be like—in one . . .

five . . . twenty . . . a hundred years hence. Taking the time and mental space needed to do this

both in the beginning and repeatedly as the site unfolds is crucial; remember, site analysis is

never complete because the site is always becoming something new with each passing week,

month, year. So when I say “should” be, I mean an intention that is open to new information

coming in as the site unfolds. We must be able to both intend a site with will power and listen to

the site as it evolves—both, not one or the other alone.The Designer’s Set and

SettingSuccessful problem solving is based to a large extent on the designer’s learning

environment. As those seeking to be adaptive and successful in the face of a world in constant

flux, we are all designers by definition. We are all problem solvers. As problem solvers we must

be several things, including:• An observer: We must notice what is happening in the world

around us, both immediately at hand and globally. This awareness must observe patterns in

both physical conditions (space) and events (time). And the extent to which we notice and “see”

is highly dependent on what we know and have language developed for. Seeing clearly is also

dependent upon acceptance and a constantly repeating initial nonjudgment of what is

happening around you. Clear analysis depends on seeing things as they are—jumping to

thoughts about why something is present or why a process is happening the way it is clouds a

clear vision of what it is.Students in the Whole Systems Applied Permaculture Design Course

working on their schematic designs.• An interpreter: As we notice patterns we must be able to

translate that raw data into intelligent hypotheses and strategies for action. The ability to

perform this “if-then” part of the design process is enhanced especially by associative

reasoning skills and direct familiarity with ecosystems and how they function across time. One

can think of this part of the process as ecoliteracy§§ in action. It’s also important to understand

leverage points and how to get the most result for the minimum effort—ecosystem

management tai chi or utilization of Buckminster Fuller’s “trim-tab” principle.¶¶ Since there is

always far more adjustment to the system than we have time or energy resources to

accomplish, the designer’s task occurs in a constant state of prioritization—of tweaking the trim

tabs to adjust the movement of the entire ship using as much leverage as possible. If, for a

moment, you think the system is complete, done, perfect, you haven’t looked hard enough—



there is always optimization that can be facilitated.• An activator: Following identification of a

need or challenge and the interpretation of how it might be met comes the action part of the

process—the digging, planting, hammering-nails phase. This requires mental and physical

skills, patience, good judgment, pacing, the ability to work smart and apply our physical force

via our bodies or other tools (including machinery) to the project. As we engage in this work, it

is important to do so with great awareness; don’t fall into the easy trap of lowering the head

and forgetting to look up from time to time to see how the work unfolds.Actually, it is only during

this activation phase that the true accuracy of the identification and interpretation phases begin

to become known. As we hammer nails and raise the walls of a house, we start to see if the

design was a good one. As we look back at lines of plants in the ground, we begin to know

more completely if they are truly in the right locations. So begins the cycle of think-design-do-

reflect-redesign-do. It’s a never-ending cycle—in the realm of living systems, no design is ever

complete. Plants grow, soils build and change, animal habitats change, and people shift in

interest and available time and capacity. The entire system is always in a state of flux, with all

parts moving relative to both the larger world and to each other—like one giant mobile rotating

upon itself in the breeze. To function intelligently and with some level of mastery, we must

always be willing to look up, stop, take a breath, and reassess.Indeed, the clearest measure of

the value of our approach in regenerative systems development only fully emerges over the

course of years, as tree crops mature, as soils become what they can be, as populations of

insects, fungi, and animals interact with the system. In year one we know little; by year five we

know something about the system, but not until year ten or twenty can we start to draw

conclusions about much of how the system functions. And a few decades in, if we are ready to

be surprised, to be wrong, we will continue to learn. Eventually, if you are actualizing yourself in

your place, you become the world’s foremost expert on how to help make that place work—on

what it was, is, and can be—and how to get there.The site should be evaluated as the product

of natural and cultural conditions across time. Graph courtesy of Whole Systems Design,

LLCThe ideal design for a site is never static and is always evolving according to such

constantly changing variables as• Human resources available• Climate• Soil conditions•

Succession stage of ecosystem on site, including maturity of plants and animals• Outside

resources available off-site: money, materials, energy• Off-site social conditions: stability of

society, needs and desires of neighbors, people in the region and beyond—movements in “the

market” at largeSite Establishment Leverage PointsSince time, money, labor, and other forms

of energy are always limited in some capacity, we must always be seeking the most powerful

ways of effecting regenerative change in a landscape. The regenerative land worker’s routine

must always be guided by finding those methods that offer the most influence for the least

input, since it is these inputs that are limited. Compiled below is a list of the top five leverage

points I have found in cold-climate regenerative agroecosystems establishment and

maintenance. These are the strategies that offer the most potent positive impact relative to the

smallest energy and time input (most of these usually happen most optimally in concert with

one another). These actions should be seen as the land worker’s primary tools for change

making:• Swale construction and fertigation via swales• Grazing animals, especially large

ruminants and chickens• Broadcasting seed and planting live plants• Cutting and clearing

trees• Scraping and tillage: mechanical bare-soil creation by hand or via bulldozer,

excavatorRecall these primary approaches as you attack any land-based problem on your site,

and remember, too, that they are only those I have found most essential. There are other

important succession-altering tools I have found extremely useful, such as fire, but that are not

essential enough to fit within the first edition of this work. Stay tuned to the next edition for



elaboration on these techniques and the likely inclusion of others that are emerging on this

farm.Oil to Soil—Use It or Lose It: Leveraging the Cheap-Oil Window for Maximum EffectWhen

I started developing the WSRF about ten years ago, I did so with the idea in mind—an

academic and ideological one—that it would be best to do the work necessary without using

fossil fuel in the process. However, in establishing the Whole Systems Research Farm, we

have found several actions that apply liquid oil energy more directly than others for the

maximum result. These actions accelerate the rate of site development for the better and take

maximum advantage of oil energy. Could these actions be accomplished by hand? Of course

(and they once were), but the site’s rate of development would lag behind the current trajectory

by many years.Given that cheap oil will obviously continue to be used and abused by various

groups—most notably the US military and citizens for driving and space heating—we have

made the conscious decision to take advantage of the small window of time still remaining with

which to develop intergenerational land and infrastructure systems, which greatly enables long-

term production of the site without any oil input for hundreds if not thousands of years.Indeed,

the earthworks built literally overnight by using cheap oil energy will last until the next

glaciation, which we hope will be many millennia from now. I would not want to explain to my

children or grandchildren when pressed why with all of the cheap energy and machines we

didn’t choose to optimize the shape of their farm, construct infrastructure, and do the heavy

work that now they must do with a strong back and years of heavy toil.• Cutting trees and

processing firewood with a chain saw: No other use of liquid oil compares in bang for the buck

with crosscutting wood with a chain saw.• Earthmoving and digging via excavator and

bulldozer, for making swales, paddies, terraces, foundations, roads or paths, and so on.• Stone

wall construction with boulders, not small stones, with excavators for retaining walls and

terraces.• Making electricity via generator for power tool use; most notably, for ripping boards

on a table saw. Ripping boards (cutting lengthwise) by hand is enormously labor intensive and

slow. Note: Most conversion into electricity using liquid energy is not a sensible conversion.The

least productive, highest-entropy ways to convert liquid fuel into work includes the following:•

Light mobility: especially, moving people• Space heating: that’s simply insane• Making

electricityEcosystem Management: Steering SuccessionThe area of the world I live in wants to

be forest. Fueling a merino wool gold rush, a timber rush, and the charcoal (metalworking)

industry, 80 to 90 percent of my home state of Vermont was cleared of its forest only a century

and a half ago. Yet without replanting it is nearly entirely reforested today. We are fortunate to

live in a place and time where the right combination of moisture consistency across the year

and temperature patterns promote the establishment and growth of trees on all surfaces of the

landscape except on the steepest cliffs and open water.From the homesteading and resiliency

perspective, however, today’s forest cover is as optimal as its composition and health are

natural; that is, simply because the forest is here does not mean it is inherently healthy or

optimized in terms of species composition, stocking density, species health, or soil and water

health. Today’s New England forest is simply the result of the succession taking place in the

wake of the nineteenth-century abuse and abandonment. Species such as chestnut were

replaced with white pine in this landscape change. Precolonial forests also contained a much

higher concentration of black walnut and other mast-yielding trees, in all likelihood because of

the native human presence on the land, during which specific species were promoted—those

that fed people (directly) and wildlife (indirectly) the most were selected for. Think of Johnny

Appleseed’s work being applied across a range of productive species by a million human

beings over at least a few thousand years. In this perspective it’s not hard to see how the forest

was so vastly different from what it is today.Every site is a response to past disturbance forces.



Our task is to make conscious those disturbances and steer the system’s response to them in

such a way that the outcome is as biologically complex and productive as possible.For

example, the Northern Forest cover type today contains a lone nut-bearing species, the

American beech (Fagus grandifolia). Nut trees produce more fat and protein per acre than

other trees and therefore can grow more wildlife per acre and distill sunlight into a more potent

value. For those interested in producing the most resources (outputs) with the fewest inputs

possible, the imperative here is clear: We need a greater percentage of the forest to be

composed of nut-bearing trees. We also need to develop those land-use systems that may in

fact not be forest, if and when they convert more sunshine and rainfall into potent values than

forested land does.It turns out that intensive rotation grazing has a uniquely high ability to

convert subsoil to topsoil and, in the process, sequesters more carbon from the atmosphere

into the geosphere (as organic matter) than any other cropping system. We are beginning to

realize synergies between such grazing strategies and permanent tree cover and recognizing

the wisdom inherent in millennia-old food systems such as the Spanish dehesa system, in

which animals are grazed in and around an open forest (woodland), with yields of timber, nuts,

soil, meat, and even milk all overlaid on the same piece of land. We now call this approach

silvopasture to indicate the simultaneous growing of trees and animals. It is becoming

increasingly clear that much of the cold-temperate climate landscape should be in some form

of permanent silvopasture. (See chapter four on grazing systems for a more in-depth look at

silvopasture strategies we are employing in particular.)Simply because a piece of land is

currently forested does not mean that such a forest is optimal for the health of the ecosystem

or most productive for the human members of that ecosystem. This idea is strong and pervasive

—and one that I had for many years when I spent more time in the academic study of land

than in daily interaction and participation with it.We must confront the myth of the “natural” and

the tendency to call something natural simply because it seems to exist free of human

management. A regenerative agent in the system must take his vision beyond this snapshot

and romantic image and see the current landscape as simply one ecological succession

unfolding, one scenario among many possible, which happens to be the result of past

disturbances and the particular events occurring immediately after these events. Permaculture,

in this view, can be thought of as applied disturbance ecology. What disturbance forces have

been at work on this landscape in the past? What species have been filling niches as they

open and why? What would the most optimized landscape here look like in terms of ecological

and human health—what is configuration of water flow, species composition and their

arrangement? What changes (disturbances) are needed to evolve the current system to the

more optimized one?Disturbance forces include:• Cutting vegetation (low or high on the trunk)

or uprooting vegetation• Grazing, human foot traffic• Tillage/excavation/removal/scraping (by

machine or animal)• Fire• Seeding• Flood• Drought• Heat and cold• Wind• Pollution, chemical•

Pollution, radioactive• Pollution, genetic (disease, GMOs, mutational)These are most of the

tools at our disposal with which we can modify the direction of succession in a place—not that

we want to use the last few, mind you. Those of us in a forested region of the world must start

site development with design questions that include these: What aspects of the existing forest

cover are functioning toward resilient, regenerative, and productive ends? What species, what

characteristics of the water flows, human interaction with the system are most limiting to the

promotion of a more diverse and biomass-producing condition?
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moosel, “Now I have an excuse to pee on my wood coals!. Overall some very good information,

great information on micro-climes etc and compost water heating(totally new concept to me), I

have to question a couple of things though. First off I'm totally fine with the complaints about

how wastewater is handled in the "modern" world, however, when he rails on about how septic

systems are part of a government plot to support infrastructure etc, I have to take issue.

Sewage plants, yes, major infrastructure is supported by this lackluster process, but septic

systems, not so much, also remember that throughout human history billions have died and

continue to die from poor sewage handling. So think about that when you judge from your

house on the hill, in addition to the land requirements etc, needed for everyone to have a

composting toilet. Second, the discussion about biochar is pretty interesting, but I fail to see

how pulling hot coals from your stove, peeing on them to re-mineralize them and to break up

the crystalline structure before powdering them is much better than taking ash and putting it in

the compost that you can pee in if you would like. Although I do now have a new green winter

party game possibility. My biggest issue, although it was brief, he did mention the US military's

use of fossil fuels etc. True, however, while you can live in your idyllic home on the hill having a

great time saving your pee etc, which honestly sounds great, but again where this has failed

throughout history is where the Huns, Russians, Boer, Hutu, Khmer, etc, etc then come

running over the hill and take it all in previously unimaginable bloody fashion. Then your

nirvana is done as well as the resiliency of your homestead, just some perspective kids.



Overall very interesting, just judgy in spots for being so free spirited.”

N. Anderson, “The best permaculture book to start with. The title really says it all. For those

unfamiliar with the concept, permaculture, as defined in this work, is "applied disturbance

ecology". The fundamental idea being that working with the land allows an optimized native

ecosystem which is productive, supports life, and requires minimal maintenance. The term was

first proposed by Bill Mollison and Dave Holmgren and first published in book form in 

  

Permaculture One: A Perennial Agricultural System for Human Settlements

  

  

    , and more extensively fleshed out in 

  

Permaculture: A Designers' Manual

  

  

, but these are the kinds of works which beg for explanation. They are full of practical advice,

plans and drawings for homestead design, water usage, and crop selection, but for all their

visionary qualities, Mollison and Holmgren are not as organized or easy to follow as many

would like. Additionally, the practical examples, with before and after pictures, and case studies

demonstrating effectiveness are minimal in those works. This, I think, is the reason for the

explosion of works like Shephard's 

  

Restoration Agriculture

  

  



    , and Hemenway's 

  

Gaia's Garden

  

  

. This work is very much in the same tradition, but I liked it better than either of those.The

first chapter is a "why permaculture?" discussion. It hits the high points of Mollison's idea, and

though it doesn't say much you won't find elsewhere, it is clearly written and provides a solid

foundation to the rest of the book. The second chapter discusses the design process, how to

go about planning the transformation of a plot of land into a permacultured homestead. In this,

it summarizes prior works, but does so every bit as extensively as the one dedicated work I've

read on the subject: 

  

Permaculture Design: A Step-by-Step Guide

  

  

. You do not need that book if you have this one. Chapter three is a summary of earth works

and water planning, and while not as extensive as Yeoman's 

  

Water For Every Farm

  

  

, it explains well enough that you could forgo that in the short term. It does not discuss

contour plowing as extensively as Mark Shephard or Yeoman does. But it will give you the

basic ideas behind the process. Chapter four discusses recycling of fertility, composting, and

the how to use the cycle of decay and regeneration to benefit every living thing on your



homestead. Chapter five discusses food crops, which centers around perennial crops and how

to integrate grazing animals, poultry, and plant life to generate yields greater than the sum of

the parts. Here again the discussion and the examples are better than in 

  

Restoration Agriculture

  

  

, though some of the choices are tailored specifically to the northern temperate climate of

Vermont. Enthusiasts in other climes will need to look elsewhere for specific choices.

Intriguingly, the staple crop Mr. Falk grows is rice, and there is some good discussion of why

this crop. Certainly unique in American agriculture, which has been solidly dominated by wheat

and corn, but probably not as useful to permaculturists in more arid areas. Chapter six

discusses fuel, and why wood burning, coupled with energy efficient housing design, is the

most ecologically sound choice for a homestead. He also discusses building design, including

how to plan for passive water conservation and use. Chapter seven is a "putting it all together"

discussion. These chapters are followed with appendixes of tool lists, checklists, and design

outlines.Overall, probably the best introduction to the topic, in a practical sense with examples,

that I have read. While the details are specific to his location, it could not be otherwise, and for

homesteaders in that climate, it will be even more useful. For those in the Midwest, the

practical examples in 

  

Restoration Agriculture

  

  

will be better, but that work is not as clear, nor as good on topics outside crop selection and

planting as this one is. Additionally, while details of some aspects of sustainable living are

glossed over here, it does not purport to be a self-contained manual to every aspect. For those

interested in this topic for the first time, I would recommend this work, followed by 

  

Introduction to Permaculture



  

  

as a starting point. You probably don't need much else if you have imagination, helpful

neighbors, some understanding of local ecology, and a desire to experiment. For those already

widely read on the subject, this is a solid addition to a permaculture library, demonstrating the

feasibility and success of these principles in well photographed detail. Highly recommended.”

SadieLove, “Easy read, lots of pictures/graphs, good info!. This book is amazing. Ben Falk

teaches you about whole systems, how systems interact and how to plan them (via general

principles since the variety of landscapes etc are so vast). He explains in detail some of the

processes he has developed and had success in as well as point you in the right direction to

get information on other people's approaches that he uses while including his experience with

them. There are a lot of different topics and a lot of other recommended sources (which is

great!). My biggest complaint is that not all the books/authors mentioned in the text are

included in his reading list at the back and that his next book isnt out yet the first two chapters

about design were a little boring to read but the rest of the book slowly educates you on design

through his narrative.  Easy to read, lots of pictures and graphs and SO much information.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting but not necessarily applicable. I really enjoyed this book, but

as I live in the UK and the farm discussed is in the US, I didn't find it too applicable to my own

situation. In addition, I'm focusing on livestock land management, which doesn't feature heavily

in this book. That said, it is informative and well-written.”

OrchardyHenry, “Insightful, practical, grounded. This is fantastic! I found Ben Falk through

Geoff Lawton's film series and did quite a bit of research before buying this book. I haven't had

it long but I've had a good flick through and read the first couple of chapters. I'm already getting

little unexpected shivers of pleasure from reading it and I'm tempted to copy out long chunks of

it to post on my blog and encourage people to buy it!I loved the opening sentence:

'Regeneration involves seeing things as they could be, while resiliency requires dealing with

things as they are.' This immediately spoke to me, and Ben goes on to explore this in a really

practical way, teasing out these two inextricable but at the same time somewhat opposed

ideals.I'm inspired by Ben's abundant physical and mental health, and his observation that this

has improved greatly due to his active lifestyle on the land combined with the quality food he

produces and eats from it.Nut trees are certainly going to figure more largely in my planting

plans after reading what he has to say about them and the role they played in the guided

development of the food forests of the NE of America before the European settlers came - and

the return on investment they give for ours and future generations.I'm writing from the UK at

the moment, but my land is in NE Poland and has a much longer and colder winter - like in

Ben's part of Vermont - so I'm particularly happy to be reading lessons from someone with

similar climate conditions. I do think a lot of what he has to say will be applicable to many in the

UK and other places too.Not every word he has to say is as inspiring as the bits I've singled

out, and some of his points are a bit laboured, but the book is certainly worthy of five stars so

far. It's also worthy of note that this is a much more measured and less political account than



some of the other books I've enjoyed by the likes of Masanobu Fukuoka, Joel Salatin and Sepp

Holzer, but it is still pacey and engaging.A very good read, recommended.”

Rodney Jones, “THANK YOU BEN FALK. Written by someone who has an enormous amount

of practical experience to share. As impressive is his in depth understanding of the damage

'European' agriculture etc has done and is doing to the natural resources of the United

States.The first colonists arrived, looked at productive forests and assumed, before logging

them, that they were totally natural when in fact they were in part the work of generations of

Indian 'gardeners'. Read about the amount of soil being flushed into the Gulf of Mexico and

weep..then follow his suggestions relating to the creation of a kind of agriculture that can build

soil and go to work helping to spread the word about good practice.Thank you Ben Falk.”

Iain W., “Great book. Inspiring and insightful guide to setting up a homestead.”

Asaspor, “Inspiring. As one would expect, this book is rather americentric, however it does

contain a wealth of information in the form of the writer's personal experience in the matter. I've

gotten quite a few idea from reading this.”

The book by Ben Falk has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 476 people have provided feedback.
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